
 

BioDiverse City 



 
The "BioDiverse City" gameplay guide is an educational simulation for middle school students focusing on urban neighborhood 
development and sustainability. It involves teams managing neighborhoods, using funds for community enhancements, and pro-
moting a sustainable ethos. The game integrates urban planning, environmental science, and economics, encouraging teamwork 
and community engagement. It includes a currency system equating money with community labor hours, adding complexity. The 
guide details objectives, player roles, game setup, gameplay considerations, and winning strategies, aimed at providing a multidi-
mensional learning experience.  
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"BioDiverse City" stands out as an innovative educational simulation, specially 

crafted for middle school students. This interactive game provides a dynamic 

platform for simulating the complexities of urban neighborhood development 

across a decade. In this immersive experience, players are grouped into teams, each 

responsible for a distinct neighborhood. The central thrust of the game is fostering 

an understanding and appreciation of sustainability and urban biodiversity. 

 

Teams are tasked with utilizing allocated funds to spearhead community 

enhancements. These enhancements are not just limited to physical improvements 

but also encompass the nurturing of a sustainable ethos within their 

neighborhoods. The game intricately weaves together elements of strategic 

planning, cooperation, and effective resource management, challenging players to 

think critically about the long-term impact of their decisions. 

 

As the game progresses, players engage in various scenarios that mimic real-life 

challenges faced in urban development. This includes balancing the immediate 

needs of their community with the overarching goal of sustainable living. The 

simulation also introduces the concept of a currency system, where money is 

equated with community labor hours, adding another layer of realism and 

complexity to the gameplay. This unique feature emphasizes the value of human 

capital in urban development. 

 

By integrating aspects of urban planning, environmental science, and economics, 

"BioDiverse City" offers a rich, multidimensional learning experience. The game's 

design encourages teamwork and fosters a sense of community among players, as 

they collaborate to achieve common goals. It's an engaging tool that not only 

educates but also inspires students to become proactive stewards of their 

environment. 
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Educational Elements of BioDiverse City 

Integrating Key Concepts: The "BioDiverse City" simulation serves as a dynamic 

educational tool, effectively integrating essential concepts from urban planning, 

ecology, economics, and community involvement. It presents a unique opportunity 

for middle school students to explore these interconnected disciplines in a practical 

setting. 

 

Real-world Application: Through gameplay, students are exposed to real-world 

challenges of urban development, such as resource allocation, environmental 

sustainability, and economic constraints. This hands-on approach encourages them 

to apply theoretical knowledge in a simulated environment, enhancing their 

understanding of complex concepts. 

 

Critical Thinking and Decision Making: The game fosters critical thinking by 

requiring students to make strategic decisions that affect their simulated 

neighborhoods. These decisions have to be made considering both short-term 

needs and long-term sustainability goals, mirroring the balancing act often required 

in urban planning and environmental management. 

 

Community Engagement and Teamwork: A key educational element of the 

simulation is its emphasis on teamwork and community engagement. Students must 

collaborate, negotiate, and collectively strategize to achieve their objectives, 

mirroring the real-world necessity of community involvement in sustainable urban 

development. 

 

Economic Understanding and Resource Management: By integrating a currency 

system that equates money with community labor hours, the game introduces 

students to basic economic principles and the importance of effective resource 

management. This aspect helps them understand the value of human resources and 

labor in the context of urban development. 
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Correlation with "Sustainability and Services" Curriculum 

Linking Game Elements to Curriculum Topics: The "BioDiverse City" simulation offers 

a practical extension to the concepts introduced in the "Sustainability and Services" 

curriculum. By engaging in the simulation, students can apply and deepen their 

understanding of various environmental and sustainability topics covered in the 

curriculum. 

 Ecosystem Services and Urban Biodiversity: The game's focus on enhancing 

green spaces and promoting biodiversity in urban settings aligns with the 

curriculum's lessons on ecosystem services. Students learn the importance of 

preserving and enhancing natural elements in city environments. 

 Sustainable Practices: The simulation encourages students to consider 

sustainable practices in urban development. This mirrors the curriculum's 

emphasis on sustainability, including the efficient use of resources and the long-

term impact of development choices. 

 Community Engagement in Environmental Challenges: The collaborative aspect 

of the game reflects the curriculum’s focus on community involvement in 

addressing environmental challenges. Students learn the value of working 

together to achieve sustainable outcomes. 

 Practical Application of Theoretical Knowledge: By participating in "BioDiverse 

City," students can directly apply the theoretical knowledge gained from the 

curriculum. This reinforces their learning and provides a deeper understanding of 

how sustainability concepts are applied in real-life scenarios. 

 

Recommended Prior Knowledge for "BioDiverse City" 

Foundational Understanding of Sustainability Concepts: For students to fully engage 

with and benefit from the "BioDiverse City" simulation, it's recommended that they 

have a foundational understanding of the topics addressed in the "Sustainability 

and Services" curriculum. This prior knowledge will enable them to make informed 

decisions and understand the broader implications of their actions within the 

simulation. 
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 Key Areas of Focus: 

 Ecosystem Services and Biodiversity: Knowledge of how ecosystems 

function and the importance of biodiversity in urban areas. 

 Sustainable Practices: Understanding sustainable living practices and their 

importance in urban planning. 

 Community Involvement: Awareness of the role of community engagement 

in addressing environmental issues. 

 Enhancing the Learning Experience: Familiarity with these concepts will not 

only help students navigate the simulation more effectively but also enrich 

their overall learning experience, allowing them to connect classroom 

learning to practical scenarios. 
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BioDiverse City Gameplay Guide 

 Objective 

 Players will take part in a simulated experience in which urban 

neighborhoods use earmarked funds to enhance their communities over the 

course of up to ten years.  At the end of the gameplay period, players will 

evaluate their success by tallying up community support points they have 

earned through the developments they have created. 

 

 Players 

 Number of Players - The game was designed to be played with a standard 

class (20-30 students), with two or three students serving as facilitators and 

the rest split out into six teams of neighborhood players, one team for each 

neighborhood.   However, fewer can play if desired. 

 Player Roles 

 Neighborhood Players - Neighborhood players represent residents 

of their neighborhood who are active in their Neighborhood 

Association.  They are not elected to this role, but rather are voluntary    

 Facilitators (optional) – Facilitating participants do not directly 

work to improve neighborhoods, but rather serve support roles that 

keep the game moving along.  These side roles are optional, as the 

teacher may elect to address but are helpful when playing with a larger 

number of students.  Facilitating roles may include: 

 Mayor – The Mayor serves as the master of ceremonies during 

gameplay.  He or she provides the narrative and distributes 

Achievements, and distributes money, time tokens and community 

support tokens to the neighborhood players.  (The teacher may 

wish to take on this role.) 

 The Distributor hands out enhancement tokens as ordered.  

 The Banker keeps the money, time tokens and community 

support tokens organized. 
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 Game Setup 

 Materials 

 1 Game Board depicting six neighborhoods surrounding a city center. 

 1 deck of narrative cards 

 Neighborhood association guidebooks for students 

 Gameplay guide document for teachers 

 Enhancement pieces in organizer boxes. 

 Currencies 

 Board description 

 The game board depicts six neighborhoods surrounding a city center.  

Each neighborhood includes three types of properties: 

 Community Properties, which include the park and the lands 

surrounding the office buildings and businesses in the 

neighborhood. 

 Residential Properties, which appear as lots with houses on 

them. 

 City-owned Vacant Lots, which appear as lots with no houses. 

 Each neighborhood contains a natural water source in the form of a 

stream, and borders two adjoining neighborhoods as well as the city 

center.   

 Each neighborhood also appears with certain enhancements already 

in place, such as shade trees or flowers.  These may be used to create 

gardens if desired. 
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 Layout during Gameplay 

 Establish spaces within the room that will serve as the Mayor’s Office, 

the Distribution center and the Bank.  (You may want to set these areas 

away from the gameplay area to mitigate crowding.) 

 Place the boxes of Enhancement pieces at the “Distribution Center”.  

 Place Currency tokens at the “Bank”. 

 Place Achievement Cards  at the “Mayor’s Office”. 

 Place the Narrative cards on the designated space within the City 

Center on the game board. 

 Windmill, Recycling Center and Biofuel Recover Center tokens should 

be placed off the board, but nearby. 

 

 GamePlay 

 Opening Narrative 

 The game setting should be explained by Mayor.  The narrative may 

be read verbatim, or ad-libbed for effect.  However the narrative is 

delivered, be sure to include the following points: 

 The neighborhoods surrounding the city center have 

experienced urban blight.  Once thriving neighborhoods now suffer 

from a relative lack of amenities, abundant vacant lots and low 

economic fortitude.   

 Recent research indicates how citizens’ lives can be improved by 

increasing the amount of green space, promoting urban 

biodiversity and supporting sustainable practices within the city’s 

neighborhoods. 

 The mayor is enacting an initiative that calls upon residents of 

these neighborhoods to make improvements in these areas are 

made in their respective neighborhoods. 

 This five-year initiative includes a grant of up to $1000 per year 

to be awarded to each participating neighborhood to be used to 
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purchase enhancements that may be planted in the community. 

 Your neighborhood residents can be counted upon to help.  You 

can count on 25 people hours from each residential household in 

your neighborhood. Attracting new inhabitants will add to this, and 

new businesses will provide extra funding through surplus tax 

revenue. But this will require Benchmark incentive and LEED loft 

housing to provide the mixed use building infrastructure 

 The mayor may wish to emphasize to the players that though 

the grant funds and guaranteed volunteer workforce is guaranteed 

for the first five years, the game will continue past that time.  Thus, 

they should make their enhancements in such a way as to earn as 

much reward funding as possible during the grant period.   

 Neighborhoods can only enhance areas in their own 

neighborhoods.  If they wish to help with enhancements in another 

neighborhood, they should do so by donating unused funds, 

people hours or community support. 

 Each Currency, which represents goodwill from neighborhood 

residents and local businesses, can be exchanged for funding or 

work hours interchangeably as indicated by either side of the 

playing currency.   
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 Rounds 

 Each ‘round’ of the game represents 1 calendar year of gameplay. 

 Each ‘year’ involves three distinct phases: 

 Narrative Phase – During year 1, this phase comprises the Mayor’s 

initial speech and the distribution of the initial grant money and people-

hour tokens to each neighborhood. 

During subsequent years, each neighborhood draws a Narrative card and 

reads it aloud, following instructions on the card as appropriate.  

Narrative cards may affect the entire city, or just the neighborhood that 

drew the card.   

 Development Phase – During this phase, all neighborhoods purchase 

enhancements for their neighborhood and place them on the board.  

Note that this phase may be time consuming.  The Mayor may elect to 

establish a time limit to hurry students along.   

 At the end of this phase, ALL UNUSED CURRENCY UNITS 

(including money, people hours and community support) must be 

returned.  No currency of any type can be ‘stockpiled’ for the 

subsequent years. 

 Report Phase – The Mayor invites each neighborhood in turn to 

explain what developments they created.  If they have achieved 

accomplishments, the appropriate cards are handed to the 

neighborhood team.   If Residents or Businesses move in due to achieved 

benchmarks, these are added to the board at this time.  After all reports 

have been made and achievements distributed, the Mayor then 

distributes (as appropriate) any money, people hours and community 

support units that are due to each neighborhood.  Play then continues 

with the next year’s Narrative Phase. 

 A simple game consists of ten years.  You may, of course, elect to extend the 

game or shorten it as time allows. 
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Gameplay Considerations 

 Currency 

 Currency treats money and community labor hours as interchangeable 

at a rate of $100 being equal to 25 hours of unskilled labor since labor 

can be purchased and volunteer efforts save spending. All unspent funds 

are collected at the end of a round, and all rewards are payed out in the 

round following the achievement (making this the only route for carrying 

funding over between rounds). 

 Green “gardens” and gold “achievements” pay out a one-time gain, 

“benchmarks” bump up the funding of every round going forward in 

perpetuity 

 Neighborhoods are encouraged to negotiate and cooperate with each 

other.  Any currency unit may be freely given to or traded with another 

neighborhood.  Negotiations may only take place during the Narrative 

and Development Phases. 

 Enhancements- Once placed, Enhancements cannot be moved. 

 Basic Enhancements 

 Basic enhancements may be placed on any community property, 

including the schoolyard, the grounds surrounding office buildings 

and businesses, and the neighborhood park. 

 Basic enhancements may be placed on residential properties by 

adding $500 to their cost.  This suggests the resident can be sold on 

the development of land they own.  This additional cost may be 

waived if the enhancement is placed on the property surrounding the 

player’s chosen home. 

  Basic enhancements intended to comprise a garden should be 

placed so that they are touching. Basic enhancements may not be 

placed on parking lots or on roofs of buildings.  

 Each basic enhancement may only be included in ONE garden.  

Gardens cannot ‘share’ basic enhancements. 
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 Advanced enhancements 

 Advanced enhancements may be placed on City-owned Vacant 

lots only after an enhance permit has been purchased for that lot, or 

when supporting infrastructure is in place as described in the student 

guidebook 

 Lot Upgrades 

 Lot Upgrades can only be placed on City-owned Vacant Lots.  An 

enhance permit must be purchased to upgrade for certain advanced 

enhancements, the other upgrades require no modification of 

preexisting infrastructure and thus need no special permitting 

 Once placed, Lot upgrades cannot be moved, but permits may be 

purchased and held in advance of the construction of the associated 

enhancement 

 Citywide Enhancements 

 Citywide Enhancements can only be purchased cooperatively.  

Citywide enhancements are not applied until at least four 

neighborhoods (or all participating neighborhoods, whichever is 

fewer) have paid the requisite cost. 

 Citywide Enhancements are placed in the City Center when 

purchased.  

 Neighborhoods must pay for a given upgrade at the same time.  

 Two benchmarks are only accomplished through Citywide 

enhancements. students should plan accordingly 

 Achievements 

 Gardens  (Green) 

 Enhancements that comprise a garden should be placed so that 

they touch. 

 Gardens cannot ‘share’ enhancements. 

 As many Gardens of each type may be set up in a given 

neighborhood as desired. Each Garden draws community support as 
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a separate achievement. 

 Collective Achievements (Gold) 

 Collective achievements can only be earned once per 

neighborhood. 

 Collective achievements may be earned using all enhancements 

as described, even if those enhancements comprise Gardens. (or 

sections of other gold achievements provided the component 

enhancements are properly grouped) 

 Benchmarks  

 Each Benchmark can only be earned once per neighborhood. 

 The “Results” payoff can only be collected if adequate LEED 

housing is in place (1 business and four residents are housed per 

unit, it may be helpful to mark the five separate windows on the 

placeable piece to keep track of how the spaces fill up) 

 New Residents and Businesses are added once, but the currency 

pay-off incurred by each are reproduced each year. 

 Narrative Cards 

 Events described in the Narrative cards may be drawn for each 

neighborhood or to affect the entire city.  When drawing for the city, if the 

card specifies an event that cannot affect all neighborhoods, assume that 

the event affects only the neighborhoods subject to it ( ie if the card says 

loose a shade tree, only those neighborhoods which have one can loose 

it). 

 Some events incur costs.  Unless the card specifies that an action is 

optional, affected neighborhoods must pay the cost, provided they have 

the resources available to do so.  However, no player can incur a negative 

balance in any currency or placeable gamepiece. 
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 Winning the Game 

 Game Length – A simple game lasts 10 ‘years’.  However, you may elect to 

lengthen or shorten the game per your group’s preference.  

 Winning  -- Winning may take on one of several forms: 

 Soft Close Endgame--  Citywide enhancements figure into two 

available benchmarks but also represent a fiscal high mark of the game. 

Students may declare the game complete once funding has run its 

course through the exhaustion of gold achievements and benchmarks. 

 Every Neighborhood For Itself -- At the end of the final ‘year’, 

Neighborhoods should tally up how many new residents and businesses 

they enticed into their neighborhood.  Whichever brought in the most 

wins the game! 

 Collective Victory – The Mayor may set a challenge for the city as a 

whole to bring in a given number of residents and businesses, with a 

promised reward if they succeed. 
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Printable Enhancement pieces and Currencies 
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Narrative Cards:  Foraging to farming 
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Narrative Cards:  Foraging to farming 
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Narrative Cards:  Beginnings of Agriculture  
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Narrative Cards:  Beginnings of Agriculture  
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Narrative Cards:  Geography and Spread of Agriculture  
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Narrative Cards:  Geography and Spread of Agriculture  
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Narrative Cards: Exploring Native Polyculture 
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Narrative Cards: Exploring Native Polyculture 
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Narrative Cards: Exploring Native Polyculture 
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Narrative  Cards:  Displacement of Traditional Crops 
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Narrative  Cards:  Displacement of Traditional Crops 
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Narrative Cards:  Lawn Uniformity  
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Narrative Cards:  Lawn Uniformity  
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Narrative Cards:  Lawn Uniformity  


